Newsletter
Hello and welcome to our annual newsletter. We hope you will enjoy reading about
our most recent projects and just exactly what the team has been up to over the
last year!
With Best wishes from everyone at People & Gardens
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Kens roundup!
As I write, Bill is meeting with Ian Greaves, director of St. Eval candle factory, to
write a new business plan for People and Gardens, in order to clarify our future
aims and direction. Helen is on a 3 day 1st aid course, Lorraine is improving our
person-centred planning systems, John is building bat and bird boxes for our new
project with Eden's ecology team, people are seed sowing, planting in the new
strawberry growing system, and I'm thinking that this coming year will be
incredibly busy again.
I mention only a few things happening right at this moment, but it is a typical
moment, and I am very proud of all the trustees, staff, volunteers, service users
and everyone involved with People and Gardens. Without their commitment, and
that of our stakeholders such as Eden, Heligan, Barefoot Media and St. Eval candle
factory, to name just a few, we would not be able to continue.
Our aims are to enable vulnerable people to be given real opportunity to participate
in a broad variety of relationships with stakeholders, local and international
communities and businesses, and activities, which will allow them to develop as
individuals and take control over their own lives.
And in the background we have the knowledge that we will now have to tender for
local government contracts. Our project costs £280,000 to run annually and we
receive £100,000 of statutory funding as an accredited provider.
The balance comes from selling our produce and services, fund raising, grants and
partnerships with other businesses to promote social responsibility and inclusion.
This year we begin a new partnership with 'Food for Change' whereby vulnerable
people will be supported across the county to learn about all aspects of food. We
are striving to be self-sufficient and the pressure we have been under as a result of
the tendering requirement is enormous and undermines the excellent achievements
and outcomes here.
Having said that I am very confident about the future of People and Gardens. The
determination of everyone involved, the extra unpaid hours all the staff put in, and
the courage and dignity displayed by all the service users in trying to make their
own lives better, makes the future not just important, but vital to the wellbeing of
many.
Bill Simpson will be my successor when I move on, which hopefully won't be too
long. On a personal level I need to explore other things, spend more time with my
family, and to find new paths. However, you won't see the last of me ever I doubt!!
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Bills Update - Another first for People & Gardens
Almost a year ago we launched our first ever crowdfunding project. We were so
delighted with all the support, all the local businesses that donated the rewards and
all our existing and new supporters who donated and bought the rewards. We hope
you enjoyed them, thank you!
We took delivery of the fruit cage in May this year and with the help of some
volunteers from Barefoot Media the construction began with Matthew and Sam. The
cage is proving to be really effective. Last summer we grew strawberries and
redcurrants and we expect higher yields this year. We have also added
gooseberries to the range for 2017. We have also continued with our fruit growing
project in the greenhouse, promoting our easy access raised growing system for
increased accessibility for participants.
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We have been lucky enough over the last few years to get some funding in to kick
start some exciting new project, many of these you will have already heard about.
We thought you might enjoy an update.
Vertical Growing
2016 was our first full growing season using our vertical growing system, we have
managed to produce over 2 tons of Tomatoes. These have been used to fill our veg
bags, supply kitchens at Eden, Heligan and Knightor Winery Restaurant, as well as
supply a large amount of large plum tomatoes to The Cornish Ketchup Co. We have
also grown chillies for a local business called, The Bad Boy Chilli Co. The chillies
grown have also been dried, packaged, and sold to retail outlets.
Trough System for Growing Strawberries
The Lost Gardens of Heligan were impressed with our fruit growing project, and
wanted to donate in some way, unfortunately funds were already raised for the fruit
cage. However, they were still keen to assist with our fruit growing. Having shown
them how we grew our strawberries, they were keen to help in some way. It was
decided that they would donate £750 towards constructing a more manageable
system for growing our strawberries. The trough system of planting was installed at
a more manageable waist height, as opposed to growing on ground level in pots.
This makes access to working on the strawberries more manageable for a greater
number of the people who use our project. Making our growing more inclusive, and
accessible. This also makes growing more productive and sustainable. But the real
benefits to this system is that people can grow in a more comfortable and safe
environment, a place where people can interact effectively while doing their work.
An interview with Ian Greaves
Ian has recently joined People & Gardens as a trustee and kindly agreed to an
interview.
How did you first hear about People & Gardens?
I have known Ken for over ten years I was introduced to Ken via a mutual
acquaintance and was so impressed by his enthusiasm and his vision.
Perhaps you could let us know what attracted you to working with People
& Gardens as a trustee?
I was thrilled to be invited to be a trustee as I feel the work P&G undertake is
important, and selfishly I get so much out of helping P&G you can’t help but come
away inspired with what the team are achieving.
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Have you had the opportunity to enjoy any of the lovely produce from
People & Gardens, if yes have any favourites?
We have signed up for the veg bag scheme so every fortnight we are lucky enough
to have bag stuffed with lovely produce to enjoy. My own favourite is Celeriac my
wife Rachael has the most amazing recipe for this, it’s always a highlight when
that’s in the bag!
Can you tell us a little more about your business The St Eval Candle
Company?
Here at St Eval Candle Company we have been making candles for over twenty
years always being based on a working farm. This has given us as a company the
opportunity to not only trade ethically but to try and make a positive impact on our
local and wider environment. We have invested heavily in renewable energy and
with our mix of Wind/Solar and Biomass we are now net exporters of energy rather
than consumers, indeed last year we lucky enough to win an award (Cornwall
Business award for the most sustainable business) alongside this we also wanted to
try and impact in a positive way with our local Cornish community, and so forming
a positive working relationship with P&G seemed an obvious choice. We now send
across a member of the St Eval team once a week in the summer to help with
vegetable production (and in general have a great time!) and Ken and his team
help us with our wild flower projects. Again, we all feel we have the best of the deal
being able to spend some time with the P&G team.
For more information on St Eval Candle Company www.stevalcandlecompany.co.uk
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Partnerships - The Lost Gardens of Heligan
Our partnership with Heligan goes from strength to strength. We are very active
supplying their kitchens with regular seasonal produce. Here's an example of what
we sell to Heligan. We also supply the Heligan shop with medicinal herbs for sale to
their visitors.

Heligan very kindly continue to support People and Gardens through donations
schemes such as plastic bag sales, and some Christmas opening entrance fees
being diverted to our project, there continues to be a great partnership growing.
Over the winter Heligan's head gardener Iain Davies kindly donated £750 (through
Heligan) towards a fruit growing project. The system has now been designed and
built, and is currently helping to produce strawberries. The raised growing system
enables less physically able people to get involved easier in growing. The most
wonderful thing about our relationship with Heligan is how supportive all at Heligan
are to our project. They are not only fantastic business partners, but also great
friends.
“The Lost Gardens of Heligan have been an avid supporter of People and Gardens
for a number of years. We have been delighted to support them by buying their
superb produce for our kitchens, ever since. We are delighted to work with and
support such a worthy group of people and help them to develop as individuals;
giving them equality of choice and opportunity in the workplace.”
Nikki Owen, The Lost Gardens of Heligan
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Dates for your diary 2017
●
●
●
●
●

Eden Project Staff Benefits Day 31st March @ The Eden Project
Cornwall Vegan festival 22nd April @ Mount Pleasant Eco Park, Porthtowan
Virtual Horse Racing Fundraising Night 9th June @ St Austell cricket club
The Big Lunch Sunday Soiree 18th June @ Watering Lane Nursery
Annual Cricket Match 3rd September @ St Austell cricket club

Look out for another possible restaurant takeover in September too!

And finally….
If you would like a fortnightly veg bag please get in touch, more information is here
www.peopleandgardens.co.uk/veg-bags. We now have a collection point on the
North Coast at The St Eval Candle Company.
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